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Ultra-peripheral collisions

●

b > RA + RB
Hadronic interactions strongly suppressed

●

Nuclei create strong electromagnetic fields
○

Can be described in terms of equivalent photon fluxes

○

Quasi-real photons with q < ℏc/R ~ 30 MeV

○

Photon fluxes ∝ Z2

○

Cross sections of 𝛄𝛄 interactions ∝ Z4

Tau pair production
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Anomalous magnetic moment of τ lepton
● Muon anomalous magnetic moment deviates from SM predictions by 4.2σ
● Sensitivity to supersymmetry effects depends on lepton mass

➢

τ is up to ~280 more sensitive to new physics than μ

● Possible deviations may indicate composite nature of leptons
➢

Example — neutron and proton g-2

● Short lifetime (10-13 sec) makes direct measurements with spin precession
methods very difficult
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Anomalous magnetic moment of τ lepton
● Alternative: cross section of tau pairs production in
two-photon interactions is sensitive to aτ
● One of the most stringent constraints by DELPHI with
Theory:
Experiment:
EPJC, 35, 159, 2004

● F.del Aguila et al., PLB, 271, 256-260, 1991:
Pb-Pb UPCs can be used for the measurement
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CPC 277 (2022) 108388

ALICE
●

Long Shutdown 2 upgrades
○

New fast electronics

○

Continuous readout mode

●

Optimal tracking at |η| < 1

●

Relatively weak magnetic field ~0.5 T + high
detector granularity → charged-particle
tracking down to pT ~ 150 MeV

●

Well-suited for ‘electron+charged particle’
τ decay channel measurements

●

Need to perform dedicated simulations to

Run 3: 2022-2024

estimate sensitivity to aτ
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Generator-level studies in ALICE acceptance
Burmasov et al., arXiv: 2203.00990

●

Upcgen for ditau production
CPC 277 (2022) 108388

●

Pythia 8 for tau decay simulations

●

1 electron + 1 π/μ

●

Central barrel: |η| < 0.9

●

pT > 300 MeV→for good TOF matching
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Expected aτ limits with ALICE
Burmasov et al., arXiv: 2203.00990

Deviation from SM

• Uncorrelated systematic uncertainties: 𝜁 = 1%, 3%, 5%
• Precision is limited by systematics
• Need to perform realistic simulations to account for detector response
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Realistic simulations
Cross section of a time frame as expected from the TPC

D. Rohr et al., arXiv: 1811.11481

●
●
●

●

Full simulations using the Alice O2 framework
Background from Pythia 8: Pb-Pb at 5.02 TeV, interaction rate of 50 kHz
Signal events:
○ UPC tau pair production from a dedicated event generator — Upcgen (CPC 277 (2022) 108388)
○ Preselected events consist of two charged particles,
that is electron + muon or pion from tau decays: τ τ → e + µ/𝜋
○ Track cuts on generator level: pT > 0.3 GeV, |η| < 1
Simulating continuous readout mode:
○ Data is recorded timeframe-by-timeframe, in contrast to triggered readout
○ Need to rely on TOF matching for accurate timing in UPC events
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Event selection procedure
Matching UPC tracks

Bunch-crossings timeline (1 BC = 25ns)

...

FIT signals

●
●
●

●

...

“Normal” collisions

FIT signals

Using only tracks with TOF matches →very precise timing
Matching pair of tracks in the same bunch-crossings
No simultaneous activity in forward detectors
→no FIT signals in the bunch-crossing
→excluding minimum-bias events
Unlike-sign tracks

“Normal” collisions
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PID event selection

●
●
●
●
●

Matching pair of tracks in the same BCs
Using only tracks with TOF
No FIT signals in the same BC
Unlike-sign tracks
TPC PID: electron + pion/muon
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Expected electron pT spectra

● Expected yields:
~7600 events at 2.7 nb-1→first year of Run 3
~36000 events at 13 nb-1→Run 3+4 statistics
● Purity of selection: higher than 96%
● Possible sources of background: e+e− , µ+µ−, π+π-, vector meson decays, etc.
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Expected aτ limits with ALICE

● Updating projected limits using 𝜒2 calculated with expected yields
● Uncorrelated systematic uncertainties: 𝜁 = 1%, 3%, 5%
● Systematic uncertainties are crucial precision — try to reduce using ratios to γγ → e+e− (µ+µ−) process
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Expected aτ limits with ALICE

●
●
●
●

Updating projected limits using 𝜒2 calculated with expected yields
Uncorrelated systematic uncertainties: 𝜁 = 1%, 3%, 5%
Systematic uncertainties are crucial precision — try to reduce using ratios to γγ → e+e− (µ+µ−) process
Best case scenario — limits on level of ±0.005 at L = 13 nb-1 and ~1% sys.
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Summary

● Promising perspectives for aτ
measurements with ALICE Run 3
● Effort will be made to have small
systematic uncertainties
● Expected limits are at least 2 times
better compared to DELPHI
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